A-RONNE

‘theatre of the ear’
luciano berio & sébastien roux
joris lacoste & hyoid
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Joris Lacoste,
intention note

Live performance with
headphones, for 8 voices
a cappella and electronics
Luciano Berio precisely defined the genre
he calls ‘theatre of the ear’, a type of performance where theatricality is generated internally through vocal expression: It is in the
movements of the sung word, in the tension
between vocal articulation and meaning, in the
interaction between the most heterogeneous
registers, in the relation between harmony
and accompaniment, that the whole ‘theatre’
is found. There are no characters as such,
let alone a plot or argument. The sentences
themselves, the words and the voices, all
amplified, are the real protagonists of the play.
The language(s) is the whole narrative, from A
to Z (Z = ‘Ronne’). It is theatre of the mind. The
original version of A-Ronne was in fact a radio
play (broadcast on the Dutch station KRO in
1974). Rather than to dramatize it, something
which Berio opposed throughout his life, I want
to place the piece in its original context. This
will be done in two ways:
We will provide each spectator with wireless headphones, thus giving them an individual experience of the music while allowing
them to move freely in the space.



We are commissioning an electro-acoustic
prologue from Sébastien Roux, playing with



the codes of radio, utilizing the broadcasting
context. This piece, lasting 20 minutes, will
place the spectator in a radio-like listening situation which eventually leads them, almost as
if by chance, to a live retransmission of Berio’s
piece, exploring the ambiguities between voice
and electronics, amplified voices or voices
reverberating in the space, voices played in
the headphones or ‘leaking in’ through the
headphones.
The show is not intended for traditional
theatres, but rather for large spaces such as
empty warehouses or underground car parks:
listening through headphones will allow for
large distances between audience and singers,
as well as between the singers themselves.
The idea is to explore the disparity between
what is heard (the same for everyone) and
what is seen (depending on the movements of
each person). The mobility of the singers and
the conductor will make it possible to choreograph games of appearance, disappearance,
gathering and dispersing, all in function of
Berio’s score. I also believe that the metaphysical-ordinary dimension of Berio’s piece lends
itself perfectly to this kind of mysterious-familiar setting, and the uncanny strangeness
will be further emphasized by Florian Leduc’s
lighting.
Thus, by placing A-Ronne in the middle of
a listening fiction, by letting the spectators
wander in search of the performers, by working with positions and relationships in the
space, by exploring gestuality intrinsic to vocal
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expression, by alternating concrete or indirect
approaches, I believe that we can do Berio’s
‘theatre of the ear’ justice, while at the same
time inventing a new (intimate and crowded,
dreamy and concrete) type of opera.

A-Ronne
by Berio

Berio wrote two versions of ‘A-Ronne’. The
first one, for five actors, was premiered in The
Netherlands in 1974, while the second version,
for 8 voices, was first performed in Liège the
following year.
Luciano Berio conceived A-Ronne as a kind of
musical documentary on a poem by Edoardo
Sanguineti. The Italian composer mixes excerpts and allusions to numerous other texts:
translations of the Bible, Dante’s Divine Comedy, Goethe’s Faust, The Communist Manifesto by
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, and snippets
of text by Roland Barthes.
Luciano Berio proceeds by dissecting, analysing, decomposing and recomposing the
voices from ‘A’ to ‘Ronne’ (‘Ronne’ being the
last letter of the old Italian alphabet, after ‘Z’,
‘Ette’ and ‘Conne’). Wrapped around Edoardo
Sanguineti’s poem, these citations offer a rich
palette of playfulness and expression, resembling a naive vocal painting. The array always
leads back to the evident, to recognizable,
familiar and often manifested emotions and
states of mind.
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three women on Gustav Mahler’s ‘Kindertotenlieder’. This was also the first collaboration with Jan
Maertens, her regular light designer.

CLAIRE CROIZÉ
For Claire Croizé (France, 1979), the body is a sensitive instrument, resonating with the dancer’s complex
emotional life.
Claire’s work starts from what is happening in the
studio: she looks at the body to find a solution to the
questions brought up during the creation process. Her
dedication to the work of movement and physicality
allows her to start from the smallest building blocks
of a performance. The past years Claire started to experiment with creating in silence, letting her dancers
discover their own musicality and develop a personal
movement language.
Claire graduated from P.A.R.T.S. in 2000. Her graduation project, ‘Donne-moi quelque chose qui ne meure
pas’, is hailed by the French press as one of the discoveries of PARTS@PARIS. She quickly follows with the
solo ‘Blowing Up’ (2002), produced by PACT Zollverein
(Essen) and the trio Runway #1 (2003), created for the
Off Limits festival. Claire starts working under the
support of WP Zimmer (Antwerp) in 2006, and premiered at STUK (Leuven) with ‘Affected’, an internationally
acclaimed performance consisting of three solos for

In 2009, she pursued her work on Mahler’s music with
‘The Farewell’ (Prix Jardin d’Europe). During the 2011
Mahler Festival in CC Hasselt and the Festival van
Vlaanderen in Kortrijk, she creates a version with live
music by the Oxalys ensemble: ‘The Last Farewell’.
Claire also works with live music, by the Belgian
Baroque band B’Rock, on ‘Vor deinem Thron’, a solo
on the last compositions of Bach (2010, Klarafestival/
Kaaitheater). In 2012, she creates ‘Chant éloigné’, a
group piece based on music by composers of the Second Viennese School. ‘Primitive’ (2014) is an open air
creation made for three dancers. It premiered in Paris
at the Atelier de Paris/Carolyn Carlson during the June
Events festival, and toured extensively all over Europe.
In ‘EVOL’, a piece for four dancers which premieres
in October 2016 in STUK, Claire takes a step into the
world of pop music with music by David Bowie.
Claire also dances for Caterina Sagna, Andy Deneys,
Étienne Guilloteau, Hooman Sharifi, Jean-Luc Ducourt,
Philippe Blanchard, Alexander Baervoets, Anabel
Schellekens and Kris Verdonck.

HYOID
Artistic direction
Fabienne Seveillac & Andreas Halling
www.hyoidvoices.com
HYOID is a Brussels-based group of classically
trained vocal soloists specialized in new music and
transdisciplinary performance. The group strives to
challenge and expand traditional concert formats,
while cultivating close partnerships with composers,
performers and artists of its generation. They perform a cappella as well as with instruments, tape or
electronics, and adapt their line-up to each production.
HYOID gets its name from the U-shaped hyoid-bone, a
bone helping with diction, swallowing and breating; the
only free-floating bone in the human body.
Recent performances include venues and festivals
such as the Manifeste festival at le 104 (Paris), De Bijloke (Gent), November Music (Den Bosch, NL), HCMF
(Huddersfield, UK), Transit festival at STUK (Leuven)
and GAIDA festival in Vilnius (Lithuania).
In 2017, HYOID received critical acclaim for A History
of the Voice by Irish composer Jennifer Walshe, premiered at Transit (Festival 20·21, Leuven, BE). The
following year, HYOID performed in theatre group
Ontroerend Goed’s Loopstation at Vooruit (Gent) and at
KVS/Klara Festival (Brussels).
In 2020, HYOID was invited by Opera Vlaanderen to
perform Luciano Berio’s Sinfonia in the frame of the
production A Symphony of Expectation, a performance
directed by Krystian Lada. The same year, HYOID
also premiered newpolyphonies, a collaboration with
Myriam Van Imschoot, at De Bijloke (Ghent), as well
as GAME 245 “The Mirror Stage” by Bernhard Lang, in
partnership with IRCAM, at Transit festival (Leuven).
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In the 2021-22 season, HYOID premiered Journal d’un
usager de l’espace, based on George Perec’s Espèces
d’espaces, with choreographer Benjamin Vandewalle,
Centre Henri Pousseur and composer Maija Hynninen
at Kaaithater in Brussels. They also returned to Berio’s
Sinfonia, this time with the Antwerp Symphony Orchestra. In parallel, HYOID continues touring its collaborations with Jennifer Walshe, Myriam Van Imschoot and
Bernhard Lang.
In 2023-24, HYOID will premiere WORK SONGS, a new
music theatre play by Halory Goerger and Christopher
Trapani, as well as RELICS, a program with new cycles
by Mauro Lanza and Claudio Panariello, in collaboration with the SPECTRA ensemble. Another creation,
with Eleanor Bauer and Chris Peck, is planned for the
end of 2024, followed by a new piece by Eva Reiter and
writer Lucie Taïeb.
The ensemble has received grants and support from
IMPULS Neue Musik, Ernst von Siemens Musikstiftung
and the Flemish government. HYOID is artist-in-residence at De Bijloke, Gent, since the season 20/21.

pieces based on this new research, including ‘Le vrai
spectacle’ - presented at the Festival d’automne de
Paris in 2011 and at the Centre Pompidou in 2012 and the exhibition ‘12 Rêves préparés’ at the galerie gb
agency in Paris.

© Bea Borg

JORIS LACOSTE
Joris Lacoste was born in 1973. He lives and works in
Paris. He has been writing for theatre and radio since
1996, and has been creating and performing his own
shows since 2003.
He created ‘9 lyriques for actress and snare drum’
in 2005 with Stéphanie Béghain, then ‘Purgatoire’ in
2007 at the Théâtre National de la Colline (Paris) - an
institution for which he is also an associate author.
From 2007 to 2009, he was co-director of the Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers (Aubervilliers, France). Borrowing
from literature, theatre, visual arts, music and sound
poetry, his work is structured by a deep commitment
to research. Joris Lacoste has initiated two collective
projects: ‘W’ in collaboration with Jeanne Revel (2003),
which aims to study represented action and produces,
among other things, ‘Jeux W’ and ‘L’Encyclopédie de la
parole’ (2007), a cross-disciplinary exploration of oral
forms leading to the show ‘Parlement’ in 2009, and
then to the series ‘Suites chorales’ from 2013.
Since 2004, Joris Lacoste has also been interested in
the possible artistic uses of hypnosis, through an activity he calls ‘hypnography’. He has produced several

FILIP RATHÉ
Filip Rathé (1966) graduated from the Ghent Conservatory in piano and choral conducting. He obtained
his master’s degree in musicology from Professor
Herman Sabbe at Ghent University. Today he is a lecturer at the music colleges of Ghent and Antwerp.
Since 1993 he has been the artistic director and
conductor of SPECTRA. This contemporary music
ensemble has given concerts in Europe and South
America and has premiered over 130 new compositions. Filip Rathé has also been guest conductor of
the Flanders Symphony Orchestra, the Flemish Radio
Choir and several ensembles, including I Solisti del
Vento, Ensemble Hermes, Ensemble Aquarius (N) and
Musiques Nouvelles.
His compositions include: ‘Canção do Caminho’
(SSAATTBB, 1998), ‘O ultimo poema’ (ensemble, 2001),
‘Das Utopias’ (17 string players, 2003), ‘Canção de
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vidro’ (16 voices, 2004) and ‘La velocidad de las Tinieblas’ (amplified voice and ensemble, 2005). At the
request of the Neue Vokalsolisten Stuttgart, he created
a cyclus ‘No marmore de tua bunda’ for six solo voices.
His works have been performed by the Flemish Radio
Choir, ASKO (N), SPECTRA, Collegium Instrumentale
Brugense, Exaudi, Kremerata Baltica and Neue Vokalsolisten Stuttgart, among others.

a methodology for applying the rules and means of Sol
Lewitt’s wall drawings to sound.
In addition to his solo works, Sébastien Roux collaborates with other artists, including the author Célia
Houdart and the scenographer Olivier Vadrot, on
transdisciplinary and in-situ projects. He has created
the sound environment for choreographic pieces by DD
Dorvillier, Sylvain Prunenec and Rémy Héritier.
He has worked at IRCAM (Paris), as musical assistant
to Georges Aperghis, Bruno Mantovani and Gérard
Pesson, and was musical assistant to Morton Subtonick, for Parades and Changes, replays by Anne
Collod/Anna Halprin.

SÉBASTIEN ROUX
Sébastien Roux (born in 1977) writes electronic music
which he presents in various formats: CDs, records,
public listening sessions, sound installations, sound
walks, radio pieces.

Agenda
Creation
03.06.2023 | Chinastraat, Gand (BE) |
in partnership with the Muziekcentrum
de Bijloke.

Sébastien Roux has received commissions and residencies from the Westdeutscher Rundfunk, the Groupe
de Recherches Musicales, La Muse en Circuit - CNCM
(Alfortville), CESARE - CNCM (Reims), the Groupe de
Musique Expérimental de Marseille and Issue Project
Room. He was awarded the Villa Médicis hors-lesmurs grant by the French Institute (USA 2012) and the
Radio Art competition by La Muse en Circuit (2005).
He is a laureate of the Prix de Rome, and was in residence at the Académie de France in Rome in 2015-16.

He experiments with listening conditions, the concept
of soundscape and composition within formal
constraints. In 2011 he started to develop an approach
based on translation principles, analysing the structures of pre-existing artworks (visual, musical, literary)
and transposing them into musical scores for new
works. This process resulted in the creation of Quatuor
(2011) and Nouvelle (2012). The most recent development of this translation principle is ‘Inevitable Music’,
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Mentions
& contact

Executive production
La Muse en Circuit – CNCM & HYOID voices
Support from the Flemish Government
Coproducers: Musica / Centre Henri Pousseur / de Bijloke /
C-TAKT / La Soufflerie, Rezé
Coproducers to be confirmed: Mac de Créteil / La Philharmonie,
Paris / Festival d’Automne
La Muse en Circuit – CNCM
www.alamuse.com
01 43 78 80 80
Production
Margaux Guerin - margaux.guerin@alamuse.com
Communication
Aurélie Mydlarz - aurelie.mydlarz@alamuse.com
Diffusion
LA MUSICA ARTISTS
Coline Vandenberghe
+33 (0)6 70 45 11 33 - colinevandenberghe@lamusica-artists.com
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